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The Grid: Issues with an Aging
Power System
by: Gary Melow, Director
Michigan Biomass
It used to be, we didn’t think much about energy. We’d grumble
about high gas prices but keep paying at the pump. We’d
“harumph” when the flow of power to our homes and
businesses was disrupted, but we’d protest if prices increased.
“Cheap and reliable” was the mantra.
That was then. This is now: The threat of climate change is real,
and the COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted supply chains of
every kind. Energy is no different.
We get what we pay for, and for a long, long time Americans
have lived on the cheap when it comes to the infrastructure –
the wires and pipelines – that fuel our cars and deliver power to
our devices, most built decades ago and maintained at
minimums to keep costs down.
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That was then. This is now.
Renewable energy is far more than sleek wind turbines and
shiny solar panels. To work effectively and reliably, these hightech, intermittent electric generators need a delivery system –
The Grid – that is far different, far more sophisticated than it is
today.
The U.S. electrical grid was designed to take vast amounts of
power generated at large central generating stations, like coal
plants, and move that power over expansive areas to the
consumer. Distributed generation resources, like rooftop solar,
large solar arrays and wind farms are turning that technology,
and the economics of that technology, on its ear. The grid of the
future must be able to collect electricity generated at hundreds
or thousands of installations to keep a reliable flow of power.
Utilities, transmission companies, and federal and state
regulators are working to reinvent how power is moved across
the state and country, and although the cost of wind and solar
power continues to fall, grid investment is needed if we’re to
realize a clean energy future.

Chair Chat
By Christie Freestone

“Winter is a season of
recovery and preparation"
– Paul Theroux

Recovery and preparation...these two words seem
to define the mission and vision for the promising
future of the Gratiot County Democratic Party. I am
so proud to work and grow with such an
exceptional group of dynamic Democrats who are
energetic, principled and action-driven.
Continued on Page 2
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Chair Chat Continued...
Recovery... We have had to recover from the reality that
we live in a community divided by racism. We faced the
challenge and began the process of healing by standing
together as individuals to re-educate our community
about immigration issues and relentlessly support our
elected officials when democracy itself was being
challenged. We must recover from the County
Apportionment Commission’s decision to approve a
gerrymandered map when maps that better fit the
guidelines for redistricting were disregarded. An appeal
has been filed with the Michigan Court of Appeals to try
to change the decision of the County Apportionment
Commission. We need to recover from Republican
domination during elections in Gratiot County. We
recover when we become a force for change in our
community.
Preparation... We are beginning to see the benefits of
our carefully orchestrated long-term plan for the growth
of our party. We have secured a year-round office for the
Gratiot County Democratic Party. We will open our
headquarters in January of 2022 at our previous location
at 1686 Wright Ave. in the Ace Hardware Mall.
Our party’s mission includes but goes beyond winning
the 2022 election. Additionally, we strive to maintain a
constant presence in our local community and advocate
for Democratic principles. We believe establishing a
physical location helps us do this in a number of ways:
It provides a space for our membership to meet inperson and a physical hub for the events and activities of
our party.
It acts as a space where we can recruit potential
members through events, recruit and train local
candidates, and promote candidates at every level of
government.
It provides a place of collaboration for outside groups,
such as the Alma College Democrats, neighboring
Democratic parties, or outside groups interested in
working with our party.
It communicates a sense of legitimacy and provides a
consistent presence.
Our local party increased our membership last year by
over 300%... something absolutely worth celebrating!
Our new member drive and renewal process begins this
month. Remember that January 1, 2022 is the renewal
date for all party members. We ask that you join on-line
to help save postage expenses. Check out our website at
gratiotdems.net for information about renewing your
membership or becoming a new member.

●
●
●
●

Together we can create a strong Democratic presence in
our local community.

Would YOU vote for The
Tree of Democracy?

At the 20th annual Come Home to Alma
event, sponsored by the Gratiot Area
Chamber of Commerce on Dec. 10 from 5-9
p.m., the Gratiot County Democrats would
love to have you stop by our station! You
will find many things to do at this annual
event: downtown parade (5:45 p.m.),
dancers, activities, decorated tree
contest, music, reindeer, pony rides, kids’
games and crafts, and so much more! This
event will put you in a great holiday
mood!
If you aren’t able to participate on Friday,
a Jingle Bell 5K walk/run will be held on
Saturday, Dec. 11, beginning at 9 am.
The Gratiot Dems are participating in the
tree decorating event. Our tree is The Tree
of Democracy and we would love to have
you add decorations to our tree. You can
participate in voting for your favorite tree
(maybe ours?!). Our station will also have
an estimation game and the prize is a JAR
full of Hershey kisses! There will be a
photo spot opportunity and games for the
children. We hope you will stop by and say
“Hi” or even better volunteer to help.
Contact Caroline DeGraaf at
DeGraafCaroline16@gmail.com to
volunteer.
We will be located in front of Gallagher,
Everitt & Associates at 120 E. Superior St.
between Helman’s Meat Market and
Highland Blush.
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Democrats at Work in the Community
Our book for November was Crimes and the
People Who Commit Them: Fiction With
Conviction by the Guy Who Did the Time by
Phil Lippert. As a bonus, the author is a
local man and we were able to meet with
him to discuss his book. The book is a
series of short stories about life in prison,
told in different viewpoints from prisoners.
Some are haunting, some tragic, and some
are a bit humorous. We were able to hear
Phil’s viewpoint about his creative process
and how he started as a writer in prison.
We also discussed Phil’s experiences with
the justice system from a seventeen year
old to more than 40 years later as he was
released. He has a very compelling story of
his own. It began in 1970 in Ithaca. It would
be almost unbelievable, if it weren’t so well
documented. We hope to hear more from
him about his own life and wish him well on
his continuing journey! Our book club
members agreed his book scored a 5 out of
5 stars. One book club member even
remarked that it was so intriguing that her
husband had read it, which hadn’t
happened with our previous books!
Our next meeting is December 4 at 10:00
am at Highland Blush discussing The
Christmas Train by David Baldacci. Hope to
see you there!

Pictured below are Brian and Susan
Dinwoody, Susan Hunter, and Gary Rayburn
helping with the Community Cafe at the First
Presbyterian Church in Alma. We have
committed to this on the first Thursday of
each month.

There will be no monthly membership meeting of
the Gratiot Democratic Party in December.
Our next meeting will be:
Monday, January 17, 2022
at the Alma Public Library
Business meeting will begin at 6:30 PM followed by a
Candidate Information meeting that will begin at 7:00 PM.
Please plan to attend and find out what you need to
know about running for a public office.

Nancy O'Brien
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The Positive Impact of Democratic Leadership
Talking Points

● The US economy is booming.
● According to Federal Reserve

Chair Jerome
Powell the gross domestic product is still on track to
grow about 5% in 2021. CNN’s chief business
correspondent Christine Romans reports that the last
time we had that kind of growth was under the
Reagan Administration forty years ago.

●

The economy added 531,000 jobs in October
dropping the unemployment rate to 4.6%, the lowest
rate since November 1969. (Jobs are harder to find
for Black and Brown Americans than for White
Americans)

● According to Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen, food
insecurity dropped 24% for families (as a result of
Biden’s Child Tax Credit).

● Inflation is up from 2% to 5%, mostly as a result of
supply chain problems. This should drop as supply
issues are resolved.

●

Biden released 50 million barrels of the US oil
reserves to combat rising gas prices. The price of WTI
crude has dropped back to early September rates, but
economic growth puts pressure on oil supplies.

●

The Democratic party believes that the
government should promote economic growth by
supporting those at the demand side of the economy.
This means giving those just starting out access to
resources that they will reinvest in the economy,
helping it to rise.

● The House Select Committee to Investigate the
January Attack on the US Capitol is moving
forward. Former Justice Department lawyer
Jeffrey Clark who came up with the scheme to
overturn the election may be charged with
criminal contempt of Congress. (Trump advisor
Steve Bannon has been charged and is in prison.)
Trump’s former chief of staff, Mark Meadows, has
begun to cooperate to avoid being charged. He
has provided records and agreed to be
interviewed.
(information courtesy of Heather Cox Richardson,
political historian and professor at Boston College.
To keep up to date, follow her on daily Facebook
posts.)
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